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DESCRIPTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a resilient unit, such as a pad, panel or mattress, which 
has different major surfaces.
The unit may be used in various applications, in particular where resilience is needed for 
comfort, convenience, support or protection. Such a resilient unit is known for example from 
WO 2006/089705 A2.

[0002] Resilient pads are used in many applications to provide comfort, convenience, support 
and/or protection, for example to a person or object resting on, or wearing or using an article. 
Such pads are used, for example, in seats such as chairs or vehicle seats, in beds or tables, in 
mats such as exercise mats, in special packaging, and in clothing or shoes.
The ability to deform can provide comfort, for example in a seat, or can absorb energy from an 
impact, to provide protection, for example in a helmet or other article of clothing, or in 
packaging.
The present invention is defined in the attached independent claims to which reference should 
now be made. Further, preferred features may be found in the sub-claims appended thereto. 
According to one aspect of the present invention there is provided a resilient unit suitable for 
providing comfort, convenience, support or protection, the unit comprising a pad having a 
plurality of coil springs of wire each encapsulated in a discrete pocket, the pockets formed 
between first and second layers of material joined at positions between the springs, wherein 
the first and second layers of material differ from one other in at least a thermal characteristic. 
Preferably the first and second layers of material differ from one another in respect of at least 
one characteristic from a group comprising optical, tactile, structural, chemical and physical. 
Preferably the at least one characteristic comprises the presence, absence or degree of at 
least one property from a group including, waterproof, probiotic, antibacterial, antistatic, 
flavour, fragrance, flame-retard a nee, elasticity, wear resistance and permeability.

[0003] The first and second layers of material may differ from one another in thickness and/or 
weight. In a preferred arrangement the first and second layers may differ from one another in 
one or more defined zones on one or both layers, such that the layers may have substantially 
identical characteristics in parts and may differ in other parts and/or may differ by different 
characteristics in different parts.
At least one of the layers may comprise a composite layer made up of a plurality of sub-layers. 
The sub-layers may be bonded or otherwise joined together.

[0004] At least some of the springs may have coils of different diameters at opposed ends.
The first and second layers may be bonded, welded or otherwise joined together at spaced 
locations to form the pockets for the springs.
Preferably, in respect of at least some of the springs, the diameter of at least one of the coils is 
greater than the axial length of the spring in the pocket. For at least some of the springs the 
first and second layers may be joined together at a position that is closer to one end of the 
spring than the other.
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The first and second layers may be welded together, for example ultrasonically or thermally. 
The weld may form a join that may be wider than it is tall, and is preferably substantially flat. In 
a preferred arrangement the pockets are formed from only the first and second layers.

[0005] For at least some springs the first and second layers of material may be joined at a 
position that is closer to an end of the spring having a coil of larger diameter. Preferably 
substantially the same area of material is arranged to cover each end of the spring.
In a preferred arrangement the unit is also at least partly compressible in at least one direction 
transverse to the axis of the springs.

[0006] Preferably at least some of the springs are held under compression in their pockets.

[0007] The springs are preferably steel, aluminium or titanium, or of an alloy thereof. 
Preferably the unit is flexible in at least one lateral direction, generally perpendicular to the axis 
of the springs.

[0008] The unit may include a plurality of spring zones in which springs from different zones 
have at least one different characteristic. The characteristic may be the height of the spring. 
Alternatively or in addition the characteristic may be the stiffness or shape of the spring.
The unit may comprise more than one layer of pocketed springs.
In a preferred arrangement the unit includes at least one additional substrate layer above or 
below a layer of springs and/or between layers of springs. The additional substrate layer may 
comprise natural material and preferably comprises one or more of: leather, hemp, wool, silk, 
cotton, mohair, cashmere, feather, down, and alpaca.
The additional substrate layer may be arranged to provide, enhance or inhibit one or more 
characteristics, including but not limited to optical, thermal, tactile, structural, chemical and 
physical, and/or the presence, absence or degree of at least one property from a group 
including, waterproof, probiotic, antibacterial, antistatic, flavour, fragrance, flame-retardance, 
elasticity, wear resistance and permeability.
The invention also includes an article having at least one resilient unit according to any 
statement herein.

[0009] In an example there is provided a seat comprising a resilient unit in the form of a pad 
according to any statement herein.

[0010] The seat may be a seat for use in relation to a vehicle, such as a wheeled vehicle, an 
aircraft, spacecraft or a ship or boat, or a saddle for an animal. The seat may comprise a chair, 
stool, bench, sofa or settee.

[0011] In another example there is provided a table comprising a resilient unit in the form of a 
pad according to any statement herein. The table may be an operating table or massage table, 
for example.

[0012] In a further example there is provided an article of flooring comprising a resilient unit in 
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the form of a pad according to any statement herein. The article of flooring may comprise a 
carpet, or carpet underlay, or a sport mat or exercise mat, or may be a leisure or sports 
surface either for indoor use or for outdoor use.

[0013] In a still further example there is provided a protective member, comprising a resilient 
unit according to any statement herein. The protective member may comprise an article of 
clothing or headgear, or may be a protective shield to be worn on the body of a user, or for 
attachment to an article.

[0014] In a still further example there is provided an article of packaging, comprising a resilient 
unit in the form of a pad according to any statement herein.

[0015] In a still further example there is provided a shoe or an insert for a shoe comprising a 
resilient unit in the form of a pad according to any statement herein.
The invention also provides a method of producing a resilient unit suitable for providing 
comfort, convenience, support or protection, the unit comprising a pad having a plurality of coil 
springs of wire encapsulated in a discrete pocket, wherein the method comprises forming the 
pockets from the first and second layers of material by joining the layers together at least at 
locations between the springs and wherein the first and second layers are different from one 
another in at least a thermal characteristic. Preferably the first and second layers of material 
differ from one another in respect of at least one characteristic from a group including optical, 
tactile, structural, chemical and physical.
Preferably the at least one characteristic comprises the presence, absence or degree of at 
least one property from a group including, waterproof, probiotic, antibacterial, antistatic, 
flavour, fragrance, flame-retard a nee, elasticity, wear resistance and permeability.
The first and second layers of material may differ from one another in thickness and/or weight.
In a preferred arrangement the first and second layers may differ from one another in one or 
more defined zones on one or both layers, such that the layers may have substantially identical 
characteristics in parts and may differ in other parts and/or may differ by different 
characteristics in different parts.
Preferably the method comprises arranging a plurality of coil springs of wire in an array. 
Preferably, for at least some of the springs the layers are joined together at a position that is 
closer to one end of the spring than the other.
In one arrangement each spring comprises a number of coils. In respect of at least some 
springs the coils at opposed ends may be of different diameter.
The present invention may comprise any combination of the features or limitations referred to 
herein, as claimed in the appended claims.

[0016] Preferred embodiments of the present invention will now be described by way of 
example only with reference to the accompanying diagrammatic drawings in which:

Figure 1 shows, in schematic view, a portion of a resilient unit in the form of a pad, according 
to an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 2 shows in schematic sectional view a portion of the pad of Figure 1, and
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Figure 3 shows in schematic sectional view a portion of a pad according to an alternative 
embodiment of the invention.

[0017] Resilient pads for various uses, in accordance with the embodiment of the present 
invention described below, comprise pocketed coil springs, which are sometimes referred to as 
encased springs. The pad typically comprises an array of metallic coil springs individually 
encased in pockets formed by bonding or otherwise joining together layers of material. A 
convenient process for manufacturing such a panel is described in our own co-pending 
European patent application number EP 1 993 947.

[0018] The springs are typically wider than they are tall, i.e. the diameter of at least one coil is 
greater than the height of the spring when in the pocket. However, in some embodiments, due 
to the coils at opposed ends being of different diameters and the position of the weld being 
closer to one end of the spring than the other, the individual springs are stable and can be at 
least as tall as the diameter of the largest coil, and possibly taller.

[0019] The pad is stable, resilient and workable. Its plan shape can be cut to suit the desired 
shape of the article in which it is to be used, and because of its construction it is generally 
flexible, both in-plane and out-of plane.

[0020] The springs can be chosen for their stiffness and size, and can be grouped into zones 
and combined in such a way as to provide specifically desired performance characteristics. 
These characteristics can be determined by the intended use of the resilient pad.

[0021] An additional substrate layer may be placed on top of the pocketed springs, or below 
them, or in between adjacent layers of springs to improve comfort and/or performance of the 
pad. The additional layer preferably comprises natural materials such as hemp, cotton or wool, 
to assist in the recyclability of the pad.

[0022] In accordance with a particularly preferred embodiment at least some of the springs 
have coils of different diameters at opposed ends. Such springs have a number of advantages 
over springs in which the coils at each end of the spring are of substantially the same diameter. 
Firstly, the springs can be compressed to a substantially flat configuration, with the smaller 
diameter coils lying within the larger diameter coils. If the springs can be compressed entirely 
within themselves, such that no touching of adjacent coils takes place, this also provides a 
much quieter panel than is the case when the coils repeatedly abut one another.

[0023] Furthermore, the stiffness of a wire spring can be increased by reducing coil diameter, 
for a given gauge of wire. Therefore a narrower gauge spring can be made which uses less 
material to produce the same spring stiffness. It is necessary for the spring to have at least one 
coil of appropriate diameter to ensure stability within the pocket, and in particular to resist any 
tendency for the coil to invert within the pocket, but the other coils can be made narrower.
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Furthermore, a spring consisting of coils which reduce in diameter has a desirable 
characteristic, in that its stiffness increases progressively as it is compressed.

[0024] Another, preferred feature of the invention lies in the positions where the material layers 
are joined, in relation to the axial height of the spring. In previously considered pocketed 
springs the layers of material forming the pocket were welded or otherwise bonded together 
either at a position half way along the axial height of the spring, or else at one end of the 
spring. In accordance with preferred embodiments of the present invention the joining of the 
layers takes place at a position closer to one end of the spring, but not at the end. More 
preferably, the joining takes pace closer to the end of the spring having the coil of greater 
diameter. The quantity of material required to cover each end of the spring may be arranged to 
be substantially the same.

[0025] The inventors have found that this arrangement optimises stability of the spring within 
the pocket.

[0026] Furthermore, when the force compressing the spring acts on the end of the spring with 
the greater diameter coil, the pocket of one spring affects neighbouring springs more 
significantly, and also at an earlier point in the compression, as compared with the situation in 
which the join is at a halfway position, for example.

[0027] Turning to Figure 1, there is shown, in schematic sectional view, generally at 10 a 
portion of a resilient pad according to an embodiment of the present invention. The pad 
comprises a number of wire coil springs 12, each of which is located within its own discrete 
pocket 14 formed by first, upper and second, lower layers 14a and 14b of material, preferably 
of non-woven material. The two layers 14a and 14b have been thermally, or ultrasonically, 
welded together at points 16 between the adjacent springs to create the pockets.
Figure 2 shows a portion of the pad in schematic cross-section. The upper layer of material 
14a differs from the lower layer of material 14b in respect of at least in thermal characteristic. 
In the example shown in the figures the upper layer is an air permeable layer, allowing air to 
freely circulate through the upper layer and into the spaces between the upper and lower 
layers. Meanwhile the lower layer 14b has a heat reflective coating on an inner, spring-facing 
side. This combination is well suited to a mattress or seat back, for example, in which the 
user's comfort is enhanced by heat retaining property of the lower reflective layer whilst air is 
allowed to circulate throughout the upper layer.

[0028] One or both of the layers may be a composite layer, made up of a plurality of sub
layers bonded or otherwise joined together. For example, the upper layer may be a composite 
layer that has air permeability and is also efficient at wicking, i.e. transferring moisture away 
from an outer surface.

[0029] The preferred method of manufacturing the pad is to bring together the upper and 
lower layers and to insert the partially compressed springs between the layers prior to welding 
or otherwise joining the upper and lower layers at edges and at positions between the springs.
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One example of such a method is described in our co-pending patent application referred to 
above.

[0030] The coil springs 12 have a generally frusto-conical shape, with, in each case, the 
uppermost coil 12a being of the greatest diameter, and the spring tapering to its lowermost coil 
12b which is of the smallest diameter.

[0031] Whilst the springs shown in Figures 1 and 2 are of generally frusto-conical shape they 
could be of other shapes, such as cylindrical, hour glass or barrel shape.

[0032] The use of springs which have end coils of different diameters enables the unit to be 
thicker - ie the height of the springs to be greater - as compared with cylindrical springs using 
the same quantity of material, such as wire. The pad is also free from the noise which often 
accompanies an array of previously considered springs.

[0033] Figure 3 shows another example of resilient unit 20 in which the first and second layers 
of material are different. Cylindrical springs 22 are encapsulated between an upper layer 24a 
of knitted open mesh having a high permeability and of a weight approximately 160g/m2, and a 
lower layer 24b of spun-bonded, non-woven material of a weight approximately 50g/m2. The 
open mesh of the upper layer allows air to permeate throughout the pad and is ideally suited 
as a user-facing side of the pad in applications such as seat bases, seat backs, mattresses 
and inner soles for shoes, for example.

[0034] The upper layer is also more elastic than the lower layer and this has the effect of 
pushing the weld point 26 past a mid-point towards the lower layer. This helps to improve the 
stability of the pad.

[0035] In what is perhaps its simplest form, the pad has first and second layers that are 
distinguished from one another in that one is perforated and the other is not, or one layer is 
perforated to a lesser degree than the other. This can result in a number of practical 
differences between the two layers including thermal, elastic, permeability and optical 
characteristics.

[0036] The above examples of resilient pad have a consistent type of pocketed spring 
throughout. However, the pad need not have pocketed springs that are all the same. The pad 
can have springs that are arranged in zones, with some areas having springs with one 
characteristic and others having different springs, for example so that the overall pad has 
areas with different resilience, where this is useful.

[0037] As mentioned above, seat bases and articles of flooring are only two of the possible 
uses of a resilient pad according to the present invention. Others include, but are not are not 
limited to: protective clothing or headgear, where a thin pad possibly of different zones of 
stiffness could be used, tables, beds and packaging.
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[0038] The unit may typically be in the form of a pad or panel and may be used in various 
applications, in particular where resilience is needed for comfort, convenience, support or 
protection.

[0039] There are many possible combinations of first and second layers having different 
properties or characteristics. Examples include but are not limited to differences between the 
layers in respect of thermal characteristics, waterproofing, weight, density, water absorption or 
repellence, visual appearance, tactile properties, structural differences such as woven or non
woven, knitted, felted, resistance-to-wear characteristics, elasticity, antibacterial, anti-static, 
properties of flavour and/or fragrance and flame-retardance.

[0040] In another example (not shown), the resilient unit uses a reflective foil on or underneath 
an upper layer in a mattress or cushion in order to provide warmth for a user of the mattress or 
cushion. For example, a zone comprising reflective foil may be located at or towards a foot-end 
of a mattress to help to keep the user's feet warm. Similarly, zones of greater wear-resistance 
may be used where the unit faces greater use or greater friction and so would otherwise be 
more likely to wear.

[0041] Whilst endeavouring in the foregoing specification to draw attention to those features of 
the invention believed to be of particular importance, it should be understood that the applicant 
claims protection in respect of any patentable feature or combination of features referred to 
herein, and/or shown in the drawings, whether or not particular emphasis has been placed 
thereon.
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PATENTKRAV

1. Fjedrende enhed (10), der er egnet til at tilvejebringe komfort, bekvemmelighed, støtte 

eller beskyttelse, hvilken enhed omfatter en pude med en flerhed af metaltråds spiralfjedre (12), 

der hver er indkapslet i en separat lomme (14), hvor lommerne (14) er dannet af første (14a) og 

andet (14b) materialelag samlet ved positioner mellem fjedrene, hvor det første (14a) og det 

andet (14b) materialelag adskiller sig fra hinanden med hensyn til mindst en termisk 

karakteristik.

2. Enhed ifølge krav 1, hvor det første (14a) og det andet (14b) materialelag adskiller sig 

fra hinanden med hensyn til mindst én karakteristik fra en gruppen omfattende optisk, taktil, 

strukturel, kemisk og fysisk.

3. Enhed ifølge krav 2, hvor den mindst en karakteristik omfatter tilstedeværelse, fravær 

eller grad af mindst én egenskab fra en gruppe indbefattende, vandtæt, probiotisk, antibakteriel, 

antistatisk, smag, duft, flammehæmmende egenskab, elasticitet, slidbestandighed og 

permeabilitet.

4. Enhed ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-3, hvor det første (14a) og det andet 

(14b) materialelag adskiller sig fra hinanden i tykkelse og/eller vægt.

5. Enhed ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-4, hvor det første (14a) og det andet 

(14b) lag adskiller sig fra hinanden i ét eller flere definerede områder på ét eller flere lag (14a, 

14b), således at lagene (14a, 14b) har i alt væsentligt identiske karakteristika i dele og adskiller 

sig fra hinanden i andre dele og/eller adskiller sig fra hinanden ved forskellige karakteristika i 

forskellige dele.

6. Enhed ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-5, hvor mindst ét af lagene (14a, 14b) 

omfatter et kompositlag bestående af en flerhed af underlag.

7. Enhed ifølge krav 6, hvor underlagene er limet eller på anden måde samlet.

8. Enhed ifølge et hvilket som helst foregående krav, hvor mindst nogle af fjedrene (12) 

har spiraler af forskellige diametre ved modstående ender.

9. Enhed ifølge et hvilket som helst foregående krav, hvor det første (14a) og det andet 

(14b) lag er limet, svejset eller på anden måde samlet med hinanden på adskilte steder (16) for 

at danne lommerne (14) til fjedrene (12).

10. Enhed ifølge et hvilket som helst foregående krav, hvor, i forhold til mindst nogle af 

fjedrene (12), diameteren af mindst én af spiralerne er større end den aksiale længde af fjederen 

(12) i lommen (14).

11. Enhed ifølge et hvilket som helst foregående krav, hvor for mindst nogle af fjedrene 

(12) det første (14a) og det andet (14b) lag er samlet ved en position (16), der er tættere på én
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ende af fjederen end den anden.

12. Enhed ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor det første (14a) og det 

andet (14b) lag er sammensvej set.

13. Enhed ifølge krav 12, hvor svejsningen danner en samling (16), der er bredere end 

højere og i alt væsentligt er flad.

14. Enhed ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor lommerne (14) kun er 

dannet ud af det første (14a) og det andet (14b) lag.

15. Genstand med mindst én fjedrende enhed (12) ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-

14.

16. Fremgangsmåde til fremstilling af en fjedrende enhed (10), der er egnet til at 

tilvejebringe komfort, bekvemmelighed, støtte eller beskyttelse, hvilken enhed omfatter en 

pude med en flerhed af metaltråds spiralfjedre (12), der hver er indkapslet i en separat lomme 

(14), hvor fremgangsmåden omfatter dannelse af lommerne (14) ud af det første (14a) og det 

(14b) materialelag ved at samle lagene (14a, 14b) med hinanden mindst på steder (16) mellem 

fjedrene (12), hvor det første (14a) og det andet (14b) lag adskiller sig fra hinanden med 

hensyn til mindst en termisk karakteristik.

17. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 16, hvor det første (14a) og det andet (14b) materialelag 

adskiller sig fra hinanden med hensyn til mindst én karakteristik fra en gruppen indbefattende 

optisk, taktil, strukturel, kemisk og fysisk.

18. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 17, hvor den mindst ene karakteristik omfatter 

tilstedeværelse, fravær eller grad af mindst én egenskab fra en gruppe indbefattende, vandtæt, 

probiotisk, antibakteriel, antistatisk, smag, duft, flammehæmmende egenskab, elasticitet, 

slidbestandighed og permeabilitet.

19. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 16-18, hvor det første (14a) og 

det andet (14b) materialelag adskiller sig fra hinanden i tykkelse og/eller vægt.

20. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 16-19, hvor det første (14a) og 

det andet (14b) lag adskiller sig fra hinanden i ét eller flere definerede områder på ét eller flere 

lag (14a, 14b), således at lagene (14a, 14b) i alt væsentligt har identiske karakteristika i dele og 

adskiller sig i andre dele og/eller adskiller sig ved forskellige karakteristika i forskellige dele.

21. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 16-20, hvor fremgangsmåden 

omfatter anbringelse af en flerhed af metaltråds spiralfjedre (12) i et netværk.

22. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 16-21, hvor, for mindst nogle af 

metaltråds spiralfjedrene (12), lagene (14a, 14b) samles ved en position (16), der er tættere på 

én ende af metaltråds spiralfjedrene (12) end den anden.
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